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Abstract—Clinical Guidelines (CGs) provide general evidence-based recommendations and physicians often have to resort also to their Basic Medical Knowledge (BMK) to cope with specific patients. In this paper we explore the interplay between CGs and BMK from the viewpoint of a-posteriori conformance analysis, intended as the adherence of a specific execution log to both the CG and the BMK. In this paper we consider also the temporal dimension: the guideline may include temporal constraints for the execution of actions, and its adaptation to a specific patient and context may add or modify conditions and temporal constraints for actions. We propose an approach for analyzing execution traces in Answer Set Programming with respect to a guideline and BMK, pointing out discrepancies— including temporal discrepancies — with respect to the different knowledge sources, and providing explanations regarding how the applications of the CG and the BMK have interacted, especially in case strictly adhering to both is not possible.
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1 INTRODUCTION

A Clinical Guideline (CG) is “a systematically developed statement to assist practitioner and patient decisions about appropriate health care for specific clinical circumstances” [1]. CGs are developed in order to capture medical evidence and to put it into practice, and deal with typical classes of patients, i.e., defining default processes for diagnosis, treatment and follow-up of patients, since the CG developers cannot define all possible executions of a CG on any specific patient in any clinical condition. When diagnosing and treating “atypical” patients, physicians have to resort to their Basic Medical Knowledge (BMK), i.e., the different forms of medical knowledge that physicians have acquired during their studies and clinical practice.

The interplay between CG and BMK recommendations can be quite complex. For instance, the BMK may recommend not to perform an action prescribed by the CG, but no general principle can be given for resolving such conflicts [2]. Such a complexity significantly increases in case the temporal dimension is taken into account: indeed, (i) temporal information is an intrinsic part of most CGs and BMK, and (ii) the interplay between CGs and BMK occurs in time. Regarding issue (i), actions may be temporally constrained with respect to preconditions or to other actions (e.g., in case of hip fracture, surgery is recommended within 36 hours after admission). Considering (ii), there are cases in which CG and BMK recommendations are contradictory, but in most cases the two recommendations should be “merged” along time. Typical cases are the treatment of exceptions [3]–[5], which, depending on the situation, may be treated as soon as they occur (thus suspending CG execution), delayed after the end of the CG, or executed concurrently with it. In all cases, some of the temporal constraints (in the CG and/or in the BMK) may be violated.

Unfortunately, the proper solution for managing the interplay between CGs and BMK is usually situation- and patient-dependent, and, in general, expecting that a model could provide such solutions is not realistic. Nevertheless, computer science can support physicians in the analysis of such an interplay, considering also patient data and contextual information. This is the challenging goal of the approach in this paper. In particular, we explore, with specific attention to the temporal dimension, the interplay between CGs and BMK from the viewpoint of a posteriori conformance analysis [6], intended as the adherence of an observed CG execution trace to both the CG and BMK. We do not provide an evaluation of how the interplay has been managed (i.e., whether the treatment was appropriate or not): we aim at identifying, in the trace, situations in which some recommendation (either in the CG or in the BMK) has not been followed, and at providing possible explanations for situations of non-conformance. In such a way, conformant treatments (to both the CG and the BMK) can be identified, as well as treatments that, while being non-conformant to some individual piece of knowledge, have an explanation based on the interplay of knowledge. Therefore, the main advances with respect to the state of the art are:

- complementing conformance analysis with an explanation of how potentially contrasting knowledge sources (CG and BMK) have been applied to a specific case;
- the temporal analysis of conformance and explanation.

Different pieces of knowledge describe default be-
haviour, and explanations of actual behaviour should be searched in terms of exceptions to (possibly conflicting) knowledge sources; such exceptions include alterations to the “normal” timing of actions. Then, an important goal is that explanations are close to the way physicians reason on the problem. We then chose to model knowledge and reasoning in Answer Set Programming (ASP) [7]. In fact, ASP (see Appendix A) is a declarative problem solving approach which has been successfully applied to computationally difficult search problems, and, being nonmonotonic, is especially suitable for formalizing knowledge and reasoning in terms of default behaviour and exceptions in a modular, elaboration tolerant way [8], i.e., a way where an additive elaboration of the problem (including the addition of a class of exceptions) corresponds to the addition of formulae, rather than modification of previous ones.

We developed the approach, in particular, for the GLARE formalism [9], [10] for specifying CGs; it is briefly presented in section 2, together with the other inputs to the conformance framework; in particular, we describe the form of BMK rules we take into account in the analysis. In section 3 we provide a logical formalization of the CG execution in time, which is the basis for conformance analysis, and in section 4 we provide an integrated model describing how the recommendations in the CG and the BMK could interact. Our approach relies on medical terminology, based on SNOMED-CT [11], and terminological reasoning, in order to match specific actions and situations in the log to the general ones mentioned in the CG and BMK (see section 5). In section 6 we describe our general approach to conformance analysis and explanation, while in section 7 we describe our framework for conformance reasoning and how it is realized in ASP. We show how, once the input to the framework is represented in ASP, suitable rules can be used to let the ASP solver infer discrepancies between the execution trace in the log and the integrated CG/BMK execution model described in section 4. We describe the results of the framework on an example (section 8) and an evaluation of its scalability (section 9). Finally, we discuss related work.

2 INPUT TO THE FRAMEWORK

At least four different types of data/knowledge sources should be considered to analyze compliance: patient data, contextual data, CG model, and BMK.

We distinguish two types of patient data collected in a log. We consider patient findings, i.e., data which are usually collected in patients’ EHR. In particular, we assume that all data required during patient treatment are available, and that all such pieces of information are temporally tagged. We also assume to have a complete trace of all the clinical actions executed on the patient, in which each occurrence of actions is temporally tagged. Specifically, we assume that the start and end time of all actions are recorded. We also assume to have in the log the relevant contextual data such as personnel and resources availability.

Our approach is not biased towards a specific CG formalism; however, it has been developed using the GLARE formalism [9], [10] as a concrete example, due to its specific attention to the temporal aspects. GLARE provides the possibility of specifying therapeutic and diagnostic decisions and of distinguishing between atomic and composite actions, i.e., actions that are in turn defined in the same formalism; we use the term plan for the description of a composite action, as opposed to the overall CG. The control flow of a CG or plan in GLARE can be specified with four different operators: sequence, concurrency (also called group), alternative (also called decision) and repetition. The sequence operator is for actions which have to be executed in sequential order. The concurrency operator between two or more (simple or composite) actions states that such actions can be executed in any order, possibly in parallel. The alternative operator links a decision action (diagnostic or therapeutic decision) with the possible successor actions: after the decision, one of the alternative paths has to be followed. The repetition operator represents iterations, stating that an action has to be repeated a given number of times, or until a given exit condition becomes true.

GLARE also provides the possibility of specifying temporal constraints between actions. Additionally, actions may have preconditions, and temporal constraints between the time when preconditions hold and the time when the related action must be executed can be specified. More details will be given in the next section.

The upper part of figure 1 is an adaptation, represented in GLARE, of the guideline for hip fracture by the British National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) [12], which will be used as example; pre-surgery and post-surgery analgesia are composite actions and are repetitions of the administration of analgesic drugs. Hip surgery is also a composite action, the actual surgical procedure depending on the type of fracture and other patient conditions. The CG contains information about recommended timing to ensure the effectiveness of the treatment, and to fit humanitarian criteria, while previously “hip fracture surgery was often disproportionally delayed in comparison with other operations” [12]. Since it recommends that surgery is performed “on the day of, or the day after, admission”, we consider a “within 36 hours” recommendation (the delay in figure).

Mobilization must start “the day after surgery”, since for that case there is evidence of earlier restoration of mobility. Then, time constraints are also imposed on the starting time of hip rehabilitation (with respect to the end of surgery).

We assume that pieces of knowledge in the BMK are
rules formed by:

- a trigger, i.e., a condition on the patient and context that makes the rule relevant, and either:
- a simple or composite action, which is suggested if the triggering condition holds; or:
- knowledge (formalizing counterindications) that suggests to avoid or delay some action, in one of the following forms:
  - Avoid a: states that action a should not be executed (we assume that such a statement is triggered by conditions that are not reversible);
  - Delay a while c: states that action a should not be performed as long as c holds (where we expect c to be reversible);
  - Delay a for d: suggests delaying action a for time d.

Knowledge involving suggested actions in our approach ("do" knowledge for short) is similar to exceptions in [3] and guideline-independent exceptions in [4]. Both "do" knowledge and the one that suggests avoiding or delaying an action ("do not" knowledge for short) refine rules proposed in [13], taking better into account the temporal dimension. The BMK may account both for actions not in the CG and for cancellation or a different timing of actions prescribed by the CG (see section 4).

The clinical case used to present our approach is the treatment of a patient which has been hospitalized to treat a hip fracture. At hospitalization time, the patient had also cough and high temperature. The following are examples of BMK rules (R1 and R2 will actually be used in our example):

R1 For patients with high body temperature and cough, the presence of a chest infection has to be investigated through a chest x-ray, and, if present, treated with an antibiotic therapy\(^1\) (see the lower part of figure 1).

R2 The execution of physiotherapy rehabilitation of the hip has to be delayed if the patient suffers from pain in lower limbs.

R3 Actions Calcium level measurement and Glucose level measurement (which are routinely performed in all

1. Actually, the recommendations in [12] explicitly mention acute chest infection as one of the conditions to be checked and, if necessary, treated, to avoid delaying surgery too much; but they also mention, without detailing them, less common concerns which may require delaying surgery: we consider chest infection as if it was one of these.

patients admitted to the ward of Italian hospitals) are always allowed, regardless of the disease.

R4 The execution of any action may be interrupted, if a problem threatening the patient’s life suddenly arises. One such problem is acute heart failure; a treatment for it could be a Diuretic Therapy.

Figure 2 describes the relevant part of an example case. Actions in the first row (hip fracture CG) are directly recommended by the CG. However, several non-compliant actions (with respect to the CG) appear (fourth row, “BMK prescribe”). Actions Chest x-ray, Medical decision, Antibiotic therapy (occurring in the plan in the lower part of figure 1) are explained by rule R1. The fact that another problem is being treated should also explain the delay of Hip surgery beyond the 36 hours recommended by the CG, even though we do not expect to have an explicit model of the condition which allows surgery to proceed. Rule R2 is triggered because the day after surgery the patient has pain in the lower limbs; it explains the delay of Hip Rehabilitation (fifth row).

3 EXECUTION MODEL
In this section we describe the model of the correct execution in time of actions (both CG and BMK actions). This model is the basis for identifying non-conformant executions.

Possible states and transitions of an atomic action are as in figure 3. The control flow of the CG execution, or triggers in the BMK, may indicate that a given action has to be considered for execution (is a candidate). A candidate action could become started or discarded; if started, it could either be completed or aborted.

![Fig. 3. States for a work action](image)

No formal semantics has been given for the full language of GLARE, and providing it is out of the scope of this work; however, conformance needs to be defined with respect to a detailed model of execution. Therefore, in the following we describe in first order logic the semantics of the state
transitions of a single action, assuming they are influenced by a single source of knowledge (either the CG or the BMK), i.e., the default behavior according to such knowledge. In particular, we provide necessary or sufficient conditions for transitions to occur. We use first order logic as a specification language since it is more widely known than ASP, but, for the reasons discussed in the introduction, we limit its application to modeling the default behaviour. In section 4 we describe (informally) how the execution according to single sources can be altered when more than one source applies, and in section 7 we sketch how the overall model is represented in ASP.

We start discussing the case of an atomic action, and later we generalize to an action group (set of concurrent actions).

The control flow that makes an action \( a \) candidate, at the time \( t_{ca} \), when the previous action ends, imposes constraints on the time \( t_{str} \), when \( a \) could start.

Such constraints are provided with respect to the start/end times \( t_i \) of previous (atomic or composite) actions in the control flow, and are in the form of bounds on differences (b.o.d., [14]):

\[
m_i \leq t_{str} - t_i \leq n_i
\]

(I)

In addition, preconditions on \( a \) impose constraints of the form:

\[
t + m \leq t_{str} \leq t' + n
\]

(II)

where \( t \) and \( t' \) are the start or end time of a precondition, or, more precisely, of an episode of a precondition, i.e., a time interval for which the precondition holds. Expressions \( t' + n \) in constraints (II) do not, in general, provide deadlines because the precondition could become true again\(^2\).

There could also be constraints on the duration of action, i.e., a b.o.d. constraint \( m \leq t_{end} - t_{str} \leq n \).

The conformant execution after an action becomes candidate (i.e., it is reached by the control flow), can be characterized as follows:

1) The action should start at a time such that the workflow constraints, and all preconditions, with their temporal constraints, enable the action, if one such time exists.
2) Otherwise, when the first deadline is reached, the action is discarded.
3) Started actions should be completed by the time allowed by the duration constraint, if no failure arises during their execution.
4) Otherwise the action is aborted at the time when the failure arises.

We represent the conditions above in logical formulas, where:

- \( \text{precond}(a, t) \) means that episodes for each precondition of \( a \) hold, and the start and end times of such episodes are the tuple \( t \) of variables;
- \( C_{wf}(a, t_{ca}, t, m, d) \) represents the temporal constraint on the start time \( t \) of \( a \) imposed by the workflow, i.e. the constraints on the instance of \( a \) which becomes candidate at \( t_{ca} \), that should start at time \( t \) between \( m \) and \( d \). The predicate \( C_{wf} \) can be defined in terms of the (variable, in the process model) times \( t_i \) and the constants \( m_i, n_i \) in the constraints (I); for a given execution, the times \( t_i \) are known and the condition can be simplified to \( m \leq t \leq d \) where \( m = \max(t_i + m_i) \), \( d = \min(t_i + n_i) \)
- \( C_{prec}(a, t, T) \) represents the constraints between episodes of preconditions (whose start and end times are in the tuple \( T \) of variables) and the time \( t \) when \( a \) could start;
- \( C_{dur}(a, t_{str}, t_{end}) \) represents the constraints on the action duration, i.e. constraining the start and end times \( t_{str}, t_{end} \)
- \( \text{trans} \) \( \text{trans}' \) represent times of transitions and bind different transitions for the same action; in particular, \( \text{trans}(a, \text{cand}, t_{ca}) \) means that \( a \) becomes candidate at \( t_{ca} \), while \( \text{trans}'(a, t_{ca}, \text{str}/\text{disc}/\text{compl}/\text{abrt}, t) \) means that the instance of \( a \) that became candidate at \( t_{ca} \) becomes started/discarded/completed/aborted at \( t \);
- similarly, \( \text{failure}(a, t_{ca}, t) \) means that for the instance of \( a \) that became candidate at \( t_{ca} \), there was a failure at \( t \).

The formulas below are the basis for checking compliance of a log of events with the guideline; in fact, a non-compliance corresponds to a case when one of such formulas is false, and types of non-compliance correspond to different ways such formulas can be false.

We start describing the case of an action which is not part of a group, which is simpler; for a group, the time when an action could or should start depends on other actions in the group.

The following two formulas correspond to item 1 above and provide necessary and sufficient conditions for the action to start:

\[
\forall t_{ca}\text{trans}(a, \text{cand}, t_{ca}) \land \exists t, T \text{precond}(a, t) \land C_{prec}(a, t, T) \\
\land C_{wf}(a, t_{ca}, t, m, d) \rightarrow \exists t_{str} \\text{trans}'(a, t_{ca}, \text{str}/\text{disc}/\text{compl}/\text{abrt}, t)
\]

(1a)

\[
\forall t_{str} \\text{trans}'(a, t_{ca}, \text{str}/\text{disc}/\text{compl}/\text{abrt}, t) \\
\land \text{trans}(a, \text{cand}, t_{ca}) \land \exists t, T \text{precond}(a, t) \land C_{prec}(a, t_{str}, T)
\]

(1b)

Formula (1a) states that if there are times when a candidate action is allowed to start, it starts. Formula (1b) states that if the action starts, it does so at a time when it is allowed to start. The following formula corresponds to item 2 above:

\[
\forall t_{ca}\text{trans}(a, \text{cand}, t_{ca}) \land \exists t, T \text{precond}(a, t) \land C_{prec}(a, t, T) \\
\land C_{wf}(a, t_{ca}, t, m, d) \leftrightarrow \text{trans}'(a, t_{ca}, \text{disc}/\text{compl}/\text{abrt}, t)
\]

(2)

In fact, it states that the action is discarded (at time \( t_{ca} + n \), i.e., at the deadline) if and only if there is no suitable time to start it, that is, one such that there are preconditions with appropriate timing and the workflow constraints allow the execution of the action.

Item 2 and formula (2) correspond to a strict interpretation of the recommendations. If some of the conditions for starting the action cannot be met, there may be valid
medical alternatives to discarding the action: either relaxing a precondition or a deadline, i.e., performing the action late, or even performing the action at a time when a precondition recommends not to. It is therefore appropriate to point out, in conformance analysis, the occurrence of case 2, and, for a non-conformance case where a deadline or a precondition is violated, to point out whether performing the action meeting all the recommendations was possible or not.

Formula (3) below corresponds to items 3 and 4 above. It states that the action is completed in the time required by the process specification if there are no failures in the execution (failures, and possibly their reasons, can be found in the log); otherwise, it is aborted.

$$
\forall t_{ca}\exists t_s \text{trans}'(a, t_{ca}, \text{str}, t_s) \rightarrow \\
\left(\exists t_f \text{failure}(a, t_{ca}, t_f) \leftrightarrow \exists t_c \text{trans}'(a, \text{compl}, t_c) \land \\
\text{C}_d(t, t_s, t_c)\right) \land \\
(\forall t_f \text{failure}(a, t_{ca}, t_f) \leftrightarrow \text{trans}'(a, t_{ca}, \text{abrt}, t_f))
$$

(3)

### 3.1 Composed actions

The formulae (1a-3) apply for atomic work actions that appear at the most abstract level of the CG and for work actions that are part of plans or repetitions. In all these cases the action is temporally constrained only with respect to the end time of the previous action; in case of a plan, the constraint on the time for starting the plan is transferred to the first action of the plan (which action should be the first is specified at design time). Similarly, for a repetition, the constraint for starting the repetition is transferred to the first instance of the repetition.

For a group of concurrent actions, the description of the conformance execution is slightly more complex. The concurrent operator, represented in GLARE with the group composite action, prescribes the execution of a set of actions, possibly with a set of b.o.d. constraints between their start and end times. Consider, for example, defining when actions should be discarded. In the simplest scenario, any action in the group can be executed as first action; but, in general, the temporal constraints may imply that only some of the actions can be the first one to occur. The deadline imposed on the start point of the group allows to discard the actions that can be the first ones of the group if for all such actions there are preconditions which do not allow their execution before the deadline.

In order to generalize formulae (1a,1b,2) to groups of actions, we introduce some predicates in order to define whether an action $a$ in a group $g$ can start at a time $t$; in particular we have to impose the following:

- the action preconditions must hold (as in the non-group case);
- the CG group constraints must hold, with respect to the start/end events of other actions in the group; the times for such events are fixed, in case they occurred before $t$, or else they are constrained to be after $t$;
- if no other action in the group started before $t$, starting $a$ means starting the group, then the CG workflow constraints for the group must hold for the start time of $a$.

At a given time $t$, another action $b$ in a group might be started or not, and we use $\text{cst}(b, t_b, t)$ (“constraint on start time”) to mean that $t_b$ is either the time when $b$ started, if it started before $t$, or it is larger than $t$:

$$
\text{cst}(b, t_b, t) \equiv \text{trans}'(b, t_{ca}, \text{str}, t_b) \land t_b \leq t \lor \\
(\exists t'_f \text{trans}'(b, t_{ca}, \text{str}, t') \land t' \leq t \land t_b > t)
$$

therefore such a predicate represents what is known, at $t$, about the start time $t_b$ of $b$. Similarly, a “constraint on end time” $\text{cet}(b, t_b, t)$ means that $t_b$ is either the time when $b$ ended, if it did before $t$; or it is larger than $t$.

For an action $a$ in a group of $n$ actions, we define as follows $\text{gct}(a, i, t)$, where $i$ is a tuple of $2n-2$ variables, used, as the start/end times of the other $n-1$ actions in the group $g$, in the $\text{cst}$ and $\text{cet}$ formulas for such other actions:

$$
\text{gct}(a, i, t) \equiv \bigwedge_{b \in g, b \neq a} \text{cst}(b, t_{bi}, t) \land \text{cet}(b, t_{bi}, t)
$$

Then, for a time $t$, $\text{gct}(a, i, t)$ means that $i$ are the start/end times of other actions in the group, if such events already occurred; or they are later than $t$. In conjunction with the b.o.d. constraints that relate the start/end times of the actions in the group, we obtain a condition for $a$ to start at $t$ given the start/end events that have already occurred. The GC group constraints relate $2n$ variables: $t$, $t'$ for the start and end time of $a$, and the $t$ variables as above. We consider the constraints $\text{C}_g(i, t)$ on $i$ and $t$ only (which result from the minimal network [14] of the b.o.d. constraints).

Considering also preconditions (there should be episodes of preconditions, and $\text{C}_{\text{prec}}$ should hold), we define:

$$
\text{cond}(a, i, \tilde{t}, t) \equiv \text{gct}(a, i, t) \land C_g(i, \tilde{t}) \land \text{precond}(a, \tilde{t}) \land \\
\text{C}_g(a, i, \tilde{t})
$$

Then, $\text{cond}(a, i, \tilde{t}, t)$ means that $a$ can start at $t$ considering its preconditions and the constraints with respect to the other start/end events in the group (the ones that already occurred, and the other ones, which are constrained to occur later than $t$).

Additionally, if no other action of the group started before $t$, we have to impose on $t$ the CG workflow constraint on the start time of the group $g$, denoted as $\text{C}_wfg(g, t_{ca}, t)$. We define:

$$
\text{gns}(a, t, t_{ca}) \equiv \\
\exists b \in g \land a \in g \land \text{trans}'(b, t_{ca}, \text{str}, t') \land t' < t
$$

so that $\text{gns}(a, t, t_{ca})$ means that, for the group including $a$ that is candidate at $t_{ca}$, no action started before $t$.

The existence of $t, t, \tilde{t}$ such that $\text{cond}(a, i, \tilde{t}, t)$ and, if $\text{gns}(a, t, t_{ca})$, also $\text{C}_wfg(g, t_{ca}, t)$, is a sufficient condition for $a$ to start (at some time $t_{str}$, further constrained by necessary conditions):

$$
\forall t_{ca} \text{trans}(a, \text{cand}, t_{ca}) \land \exists \tilde{t}, i, \tilde{t} \text{cond}(a, \tilde{t}, t, \tilde{t}) \land \\
(gns(a, t, t_{ca}) \rightarrow \text{C}_wfg(g, t_{ca}, t))
$$

$$
\rightarrow \exists t_{str} \text{trans}(a, t_{ca}, \text{str}, t_{str})
$$

(1ag)

$\text{cond}$, and $\text{C}_wfg$ in case of $\text{gns}$, are also necessary conditions for $a$ to start at a given $t_{str}$:

$$
\forall t_{str} \text{trans}(a, t_{ca}, \text{str}, t_{str}) \rightarrow \text{trans}(a, \text{cand}, t_{ca}) \land \\
\exists \tilde{t}, i \text{cond}(a, \tilde{t}, t, \tilde{t})
$$

$$
\land (\text{gns}(a, t, t_{ca}) \rightarrow \text{C}_wfg(g, t_{ca}, t_{str}))
$$

(1bg)
It can be seen that in case a is not in a group, such formulas reduce to the ones (1a,1b) given before.

We now consider the conditions under which an action in a group cannot be executed according to all the recommendations provided in the guideline, and then it could, in principle, be discarded. Note that a deadline for starting one such action a, i.e., a time after which a cannot be executed respecting all the conditions, can be given by the CG workflow constraints for starting the group, if no other action in the group has started, or by a b.o.d. constraint with respect the start/end of another action in the group.

Discarding a is justified when we reach a deadline with respect to the group and/or workflow constraints, i.e., a time $t_d$ such that they are satisfied at $t_d$, but not after $t_d$; but there is no time up to $t_d$ when also the requirements on preconditions hold:

$$\forall t \in t_d \quad \text{trans}(a, \text{can}, t_c) \rightarrow \left( \exists \bar{t} \quad \text{act}(a, \bar{t}, t_d) \land C_{g}(\bar{t}, t_d) \land (\text{gns}(a, t_d, t_c) \rightarrow C_{wfg}(g, t_c, t_d)) \right) \land$$

$$\left[ \exists \bar{t}, \bar{t} \quad t > t_d \land \text{gtc}(a, \bar{t}, \bar{t}) \land C_{g}(\bar{t}, t) \land (\text{gns}(a, \bar{t}, t) \rightarrow C_{wfg}(g, t_c, t)) \right] \land$$

$$\left[ \exists \bar{t}, \bar{t} \quad t \leq t_d \land \text{cond}(a, \bar{t}, t_d) \land (\text{gns}(a, t_d, t_c) \rightarrow C_{wfg}(g, t_c, t_d)) \right] \leftrightarrow \text{trans}(a, t_c, \text{disc}, t_d);$$

(2g)

Also in this case, it can be shown that the formula reduces to (2) when the action is not in a group.

4 INTERACTION OF CG AND BMK

In this section we identify different modalities of interaction between the CG and the BMK. We point out several situations where CG and BMK recommendations could be merged, or, in case they are contradictory, one could override the other.

When a (possibly composite) action a in the “do” BMK knowledge is triggered, several modalities of execution are possible (similarly to [4]):

- execution of a and the CG proceeds concurrently, according to their own constraints (concur modality);
- a and the CG are executed concurrently, but the temporal constraints are not enforced (since they are presumably given for the case where there is no concurrent treatment for another problem) (concur_no_tc); as special cases, a is delayed after the end of the CG execution (after), or a is executed first, and then the CG execution proceeds (before);
- the CG execution continues, and the BMK suggestion is ignored (ignore);
- the execution of the CG is aborted and a is executed (abort).

A special case occurs for the concurrent modality, in case the same action b is candidate for both CG execution and the execution of the BMK action. In such a case, b is executed only once, respecting the temporal constraints from both the CG and BMK (cg_bmk_constr), or from either of them (cg_constr, bmk_constr).

When an action a is executable or started and a “do not” BMK rule regarding a is triggered, the options are as follows, depending on what is triggered:

- Avoid a: the action a is discarded, if candidate, or aborted, if started (avoid); or the BMK rule is ignored (ignore_avoid);
- Delay a while c: either the BMK rule is ignored (ignore_delay), or $\neg c$ is used as an additional precondition for action a (add_delay), or it replaces preconditions for a (delay);
- Delay a for d: either the BMK rule is ignored (ignore_delay), or it adds the constraint $t_{now} + d \leq t_{act}$ (add_delay), or replaces with it the constraints on $t_{act}$ (delay).

This accounts for a wide range of modifications to the set of executions allowed by a CG, taking into account knowledge, the BMK, that is, under one respect, more general than the CG, not being related to the class of problems addressed by the CG; under another respect, more specific than the CG, justifying its adaptation to a specific class of patients, which is not explicitly considered in the CG definition. It allows one of the knowledge sources to prevail over the other one (which is then ignored), or for its recommendations to be given temporal priority on the other ones. The result can only approximate the set of medically correct adaptations of a CG to a case; it is a way of making conformance analysis more flexible, without assuming exhaustivity of CGs.

5 MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY

We introduce a terminological layer to relate facts stored in the log with the knowledge sources. In fact, the actual execution could involve actions and patient conditions that could be more specific than the ones mentioned in the CG and the BMK. In particular, we have used the well developed Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine - Clinical Terms (SNOMED CT, [11]), extended with post-coordinated concepts (concepts defined or constrained in terms of the ones provided in advance) to specify in the BMK the triggering conditions, and use terminological reasoning to detect possible instances of such conditions in the log. For the restricted ontology language OWL 2 EL used for SNOMED CT, reasoning can be integrated in ASP using the approach in [15], or, for the purposes of conformance analysis, performed in a preprocessing phase, using an OWL 2 EL reasoner. An example of definition of additional concept used in the formulation of rule R4 is:

\[
\text{LifeThreat} \equiv \text{Disease} \sqcap \exists \text{Severity.LifeThreateningSeverity}
\]

6 CONFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Conformance analysis exploits the execution model in section 3 in order to detect non-conformances with respect to the CG and BMK, and attempts at explaining them in terms of the execution modalities in section 4.

The analysis takes as input the description of the problem constituted by:

- the log, containing timed information on the executed actions, and the context and patient data known to be true during the execution;
the specification of the CG that should have been followed for the patient, i.e., the CG for the main health problem being treated;

- the BMK specification that could suggest variations on the CG execution;

- the terminology, an extended version of SNOMED CT containing all terms used in the log trace, the BMK and CG specifications.

In order to perform conformance analysis, formulae in section 3 are the basis for analyzing conformance of a trace with respect to CG or BMK taken in isolation. In fact, it should be detected whether some of the formulae are false for some action. E.g., (1b) is violated if a should be started, but it is not. In the negation of formula (1a) we could distinguish several cases: the action is started, but either it was not candidate, or some of its precondition is never true, or for the times when the action changes state, there are no episodes of the preconditions such that the constraints hold.

The set of formulae could be further elaborated in order to interpret traces based on the interaction of CG and BMK: the actual preconditions and temporal constraints to enforce depend on the knowledge source(s) being considered and the interaction modality being hypothesized; e.g., in (1a), the executed action may fail to be a CG candidate, but a BMK candidate. We do not, however, describe in detail such an interaction in first-order logic; rather, for the reasons discussed in the introduction, we will describe in the following how the approach is represented in ASP.

It may be the case that, at least for the execution model resulting from some CG and BMK interaction modality, the events in the log are consistent with the model, i.e., only candidate actions are executed, and their timing is consistent with the constraints. If, for a given modality, there are discrepancies with the log, they must be pointed out. However, in case a BMK rule is triggered, the alternative modalities in section 4 introduce several potential explanations, also because some the modalities are (logically) stronger than others. For example, in a "do" rule, the concur, after and before modalities are strictly stronger than concur_no_tc; similarly, add_delay is stronger than delay and ignore_delay. If a strong modality is consistent with the log, also a weaker one is; for a different log, a weak modality may be consistent, while a stronger modality is not, i.e., it implies some discrepancies. In general, especially in case several BMK rules are triggered, this gives rise to several potential explanations, each one with zero or more discrepancies. We introduce then a notion of preference among potential explanations, where, as a primary criterion, we prefer reconstructions with a minimum number of discrepancies with the log. Secondarily, i.e., among potential explanations with the same number of discrepancies, we prefer the ones that are conformant with more knowledge. Then:

- concur is preferred over after and before (even though it is not logically stronger) since concur means executing the CG and the BMK plan respecting all their constraints;

- after and before are preferred over concur_no_tc, since the former impose to respect the internal quantitative constraints of each plan, while the latter only imposes that the control flow of each plan is followed; concur_no_tc would be preferred over ignore and abort, but if the first one has no discrepancies, the other ones will have some, and will then already be less preferred due to the main criterion;

- The add_delay modality is preferred over delay and ignore_delay.

These preferences are not intended as medically preferred choices, but rather as a way to avoid presenting explanations that unnecessarily assume a deviation from recommendations in the overall (CG+BMK) knowledge. The modality is part of the explanation; this is useful especially in cases where being conformant with all knowledge is not possible, i.e., two pieces of knowledge provide contrasting recommendations, and it is not specified which one should prevail. Consider the case where, according to a BMK rule applied with the before modality, a CG action was actually delayed, overriding the CG constraints: in the explanation there is evidence of this choice in the before modality. On
the other hand, for a non-conformant action, in case a conformant execution was also possible, this is pointed out.

The following are semi-formal definitions for conformance analysis:

- A **process state** is a time when, according to the log, some contextual or patient data changes truth value, or an action changes its state.

- A **scenario** (i.e., a potential explanation) for a given log is a choice of execution modality for each instance of BMK rules whose trigger holds for a process state.

- For a scenario, a **discrepancy** is the fact that a clause in items (1–4) in section 3, modified according to the chosen execution modalities (see section 4) does not hold for an action instance which mentioned in the log, or can be inferred to be candidate, given the log.

- Given two scenarios \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \), \( S_1 \) is **preferred** over \( S_2 \) if it has fewer discrepancies with respect to \( S_2 \); or, they have the same number of discrepancies, and for each triggered BMK rule instance, the modality in \( S_2 \) is not preferred (according to the partial order given before) to the corresponding modality in \( S_1 \), while for at least one triggered rule instance, the modality in \( S_1 \) is preferred over the corresponding modality in \( S_2 \).

- An **explanation** is a scenario \( S \) such that no scenario is preferred to it. A **conformant explanation** is an explanation with no discrepancies.

Figure 4 summarizes an analysis which contributes to demonstrating coverage of our approach. It represents cases where a non-conformance with one knowledge source may be explained by the other source. Different lines in the central table provide different cases as regards current prescriptions from the CG and the BMK; \( p(t) \) means that action \( p \) is candidate to start at time \( t \), while \( \neg p(t) \) means that \( p \) should not be done at \( t \). Arrows connect a line to a type of non-conformance with respect to the CG or the BMK, and labels below provide a shorthand description of what will be part of the answer set in that case. For example, if the CG and BMK propose the same action as candidate (2nd line), it may be the case (\( \alpha \)) that the action is performed without conforming to the CG constraints (the exception runs in concurrent modality and only the bmk constraints are enforced), or (\( \beta \)) it is performed without conforming to the BMK constraints, or (\( b \) and \( \beta \)) it is not performed because all constraints are enforced, but they are never all true.

7 Conformance framework and its ASP realization

An ASP solver can be used to perform the conformance analysis described so far. While a SAT solver finds models of a propositional representation, an ASP solver (in particular, we used Clingo [16]) finds stable models of an ASP representation, which is nonmonotonic and allows rules with variables, which are substituted in a grounding phase with a finite number of constants (in our case, for example, variables for time instants take values in a finite domain of time points). Annotation rules are used to identify cases of non-conformance with at least one source of knowledge, which include cases where formulae in section 3 are false. The nonmonotonic nature of ASP is useful to model exceptions to guideline execution according to the BMK. Optimization statements in ASP are used to represent preferences.

The general structure of the conformance analysis framework is shown in Figure 5. In this paper, terminological reasoning is performed in advance using the ELK reasoner [17] for OWL 2 EL, evaluating for each individual in the log whether it is an instance of concepts occurring in the CG and BMK specifications; the result is encoded in ASP in order to be used in the analysis (see Figure 5 where, for readability,
the fact that the EHR, CG and BMK are also input to the preprocessor is not shown).

An ASP representation can be generated automatically (we do not provide details) from the other three knowledge and data sources of the framework.

The following main components can be identified in the framework and have a correspondent in the ASP model (see Figure 5) which is input to the Clingo ASP solver to provide discrepancies and explanations:

- **the inputs** for the analysis: the log trace, the CG and BMK model, which may use terms occurring in the terminology;
- **the ontological component** which, based on the terminology (SNOMED-CT with additional concepts), provides or contains the terminological inferences used to interpret input data;
- **the control flow component** which provides the set of allowed actions in each state (considering both the CG and the BMK);
- **the interaction component** which generates the different modalities of execution for the fired BMK rules (i.e., “concur”, “before”, etc);
- **the temporal constraints component** which determines the allowed timing of actions with respect to other actions and action preconditions;
- **the annotation rules component** which detects non-compliance, and selects BMK execution modalities which minimize non-conformances.

The ASP model reconstructs the behaviours allowed by the execution model. The sequence of actions in the log, together with patient and context data, makes it possible to identify the paths in the control flows (of the CG and the BMK plans) followed during execution. When a triggering condition of a BMK rule is satisfied by context and patient data, a candidate interpretation (answer set) is generated for each possible modality of rule execution. Preconditions and temporal constraints are evaluated taking into account the actions specification, with variations imposed by the BMK rules in the specific execution context. The annotation rules use this information to detect behaviours that differ from the expected one in each candidate interpretation.

The encoding of inputs is straightforward. The actions stored in the log are both the ones that have started and completed correctly, and the ones that have terminated with failure (aborted); state changes of actions are represented in ASP using the predicate

\[
\text{act(ActionName,ActionState,S)}
\]

meaning that ActionName takes state ActionState at time S, where ActionName is an instance of a concept of the ontology, ActionState is an action state (i.e., candidate, or started, etc.), and S is a process state.

Clinical data about the patient and context data are represented by ground facts of the form

\[
\text{holds(var(Name,Value),Ts,Te)}
\]

meaning that datum Name has value Value in the interval [Ts, Te]. Data in the log can bind properties to measures (e.g., systolic blood pressure = 124) or represent some other kind of information (e.g., the patient has a hip fracture). The sequence of relevant process states is reconstructed in facts state(S), that hold for each endpoint of the intervals for data values, and for each time point when an action changes state.

Since GLARE provides a construct to represent decisions in the clinical treatment, which are associated to xor-split points of the control flow, it is assumed to have explicit trace in the log about the decision undertaken, which is represented in the ASP encoding.

The GLARE representation of CG and BMK actions is encoded with ground facts which describe the control flow, preconditions and time constraints. For example, \(\text{succ}({\text{Src,} A_1, A_2})\) encodes the successor operator and states that, in knowledge source \text{Src} (either the guideline, or the identifier of a BMK rule), action \(A_2\) is the successor of \(A_1\). As regards preconditions, \(\text{precond}({A, \text{Cond, start/end, M,} N})\) states that \text{Cond} is the name of a precondition (other rules will state when it is true) for action \(A\), and the time \(A_s\) when \(A\) starts should be such that \(M \leq A_s - \text{Cond}_{\text{start/end}} \leq N\). Bounds on difference constraints between successive actions are represented in a similar way, as well as b.o.d. constraints on start/end of actions in a group. We assume that temporal constraints between actions of a group are expressed as a minimal network [14], where all the implied constraints are made explicit; and we assume that the constraints are consistent (which is automatically checked if the minimal network is computed).

BMK trigger rules can be mapped to a set of ASP rules having the trigger condition as body and one of the following as head:

- \(\text{prescribe}({\text{ID,} A, T})\) for a BMK rule \text{ID} prescribing the composite action \(A\) at time \(T\);
- \(\text{prescribeAvoid}({\text{ID,} A, T})\) for a BMK rule \text{ID} prescribing the discard/abort of an atomic action \(A\) at time \(T\);
- \(\text{prescribeDelayWhileC}({\text{ID,} C, A, T})\) for a BMK rule \text{ID} prescribing at time \(T\) the delay of \(A\) until the condition with name \(C\) becomes true.
- \(\text{prescribeDelay}({\text{ID,} C, D, A, T})\) for a BMK rule \text{ID} prescribing at time \(T\) the delay of \(A\) for time \(D\) given that the condition with name \(C\) is true.

Actions prescribed by the BMK can be either atomic or composite actions and are defined in the GLARE language, like the CG. The conditions associated with a given condition name (in rules prescribing delay) are specified with further ASP rules, using actual conditions on data. Actions and conditions are expressed using concepts of the ontology; this makes it possible to express in a BMK rule a general condition involving a class of situations.

For example, rule R2 in section 2 is encoded in ASP as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{prescribeDelayWhileC}(r2, \text{condR2}, \\
\text{hip_rehabilitation}, S) :\quad &\text{holds(var(X,true),S1,S2), state(S),} \\
& S>=S1, S<=S2, \text{isa(X,hip_pain)}. \\
\text{prescribeDelay}(ID, C, D, A, T) :\quad &\text{isa(ID,} \text{BMKPlanning}) \\
& \text{isa(C,} \text{BMKCondition}) \\
& \text{isa(D,} \text{BMKTime}) \\
& \text{isa(A,} \text{BMKAction}) \\
& \text{isTrue(Cond,} \text{true}) \\
& \text{prescribeDelay}(ID, C, D, A, T) \\
& \text{ensure(Cond,} \text{true}) \\ 
& \text{execute(A,} \text{true}).
\end{align*}
\]

The rule uses the predicate \text{isa} which corresponds (see below) to membership to a concept; a predicate (\text{inf_subClass}) representing subsumption between two concepts can also be used.

The ontological component provides instances of \text{isa} and \text{inf_subClass}. As mentioned before, in this paper we describe the option where such inferences are performed in
a preprocessing phase in Java using the ELK reasoner [17], a DL reasoner developed to provide high performance reasoning support for OWL 2 EL, whose underlying logic is the low complexity description logic $EC^{+}$, whose expressivity is sufficient for SNOMED CT [18] (see [19] for a discussion on the expressivity needed for the medical domain). For instance checking, preprocessing involves the set of assertions in the log and the set $S_1$ of concepts in the terminology that occur in the CG or in the BMK. The assertions are introduced in the ontology; for each concept in $S_1$, its instances are retrieved and facts isa(instance, concept) are generated. Subsumption checking involves the set $A$ of concepts that are CG or BMK actions and the set $S_2$ of concepts appearing in the triggering conditions of BMK rules as second argument of predicate inf_subClass or as second argument in the head of a prescribeAvoid rule. For each action in $S_2$, its subsumed concepts are retrieved, and for each concept in the result which belongs to $A$, a fact inf_subClass(concept, action) is generated.

The control flow component evaluates the control flow of CG and BMK plans. Similarly to [13], given the executed action and the control flow description, instances of candidate(Src, A, Tca, T) are inferred, which state that the knowledge source Src (either cg, or the BMK rule identifier) enables the execution of $A$ in $T$ (the time Tca when it became candidate identifies an action instance). An action remains candidate after it has become such; and, for example, if action $A$ is a successor, in the control flow, of action $A'$, it becomes candidate at the time $T'$ when $A'$ ends. It ceases to be candidate when it starts, or in case (see below) it is disabled.

The interaction component determines the execution modality of BMK rules and their consequences. ASP choice rules to generate candidate answer sets are provided for each execution modality of a triggered BMK rule; in particular, they have the form 1 { [... ] 1 :- Body , meaning that, if Body holds, (at least and at most) one of the atoms in brackets is inferred to hold in each candidate answer set. Using ASP optimization statements (see below), the answer sets with fewer discrepancies will be selected.

When a rule prescribing a new action is triggered (prescribe(ID, A, S)) (and it was not in the previous state) one of six different execution modalities is chosen, i.e., a choice rule infers an instance of start_except_do(S, ID, A, MOD), with MOD equal to one of: ignore, concur, before, after, abort, concur_no_tc.

The appropriate behaviors for each modality are modeled in rules which have the appropriate instances of start_except_do(S, ID, A, MOD) in the body, and introduce or cancel actions, or imply variations of the time constraints.

Of course, for the ignore modality nothing has to be changed. For the before modality, the prescribed action is enabled, and other actions are disabled; they will be enabled again once the BMK action ends, but with the additional information (for the temporal constraints component) that temporal constraints on the start of the action should not be checked. The same device is used, for the modality concur_no_tc where the BMK action is enabled, to avoid checking temporal constraint for start and end times of all enabled actions. For the concur modality, the BMK action is enabled, and the special case where the action is also prescribed, in the same state, by the CG, should be dealt with: a choice rule selects one of the 3 modalities, i.e., imposing constraints from the CG only, from the BMK only, or both; for the first 2 modalities, appropriate information is again generated for the temporal constraints component. Dealing with the after modality involves enabling the BMK action after the (unique) end action of the CG has been executed. For the abort modality, all other candidate actions are disabled, and running actions should be aborted.

BMK rules prescribing to avoid or delay actions are dealt with in a similar way. A rule prescribing to avoid a disables the action $a$, if it is candidate; if running, it should be aborted.

For a rule prescribing to delay a for d, remember that we consider 3 modalities: either ignoring this delay, or replacing the CG constraints with the constraint that the action should start at least $d$ after the current time, or adding this to the CG constraints. Again, an ASP choice rule is used to choose a modality, and appropriate information is inferred, for each of them, for the temporal constraint component.

For a rule prescribing to delay a while c, we also consider 3 similar modalities, using a choice rule, and provide the appropriate information for the temporal constraint component.

The temporal constraints component (described in more detail in Appendix B) reconsructs the expected timing of actions. Considering the CG specification, such a timing depends on the temporal constraints imposed with respect to the control flow (i.e., other actions) and the temporal constraints imposed by the preconditions. As we have seen, BMK rules can introduce other temporal constraints or override the control flow temporal constraints. An action is executable in a time interval if both workflow and precondition constraints are satisfied, otherwise the action should be discarded. The control flow constraints determine a time interval (which could be the intersection of intervals provided by single b.o.d. constraints); we verify whether it contains some time when all the preconditions (with the respective time constraints) allow the execution of the action. This simplifies the analysis, given that preconditions may hold for more than one interval; moreover, keeping the two pieces of information separate allows to point out, with the annotation rules (below), whether the non-conformances are violations of workflow constraints or of preconditions constraints, and whether it was possible to respect both groups of constraints.

A predicate $tc(Src, Tca, A, started/completed, Ts, Te)$ is used to specify the allowed interval [Ts, Te] for starting or completing action $A$ prescribed by knowledge source $Src$ at $Tca$. As described before, BMK rules can cancel or change the time constraints imposed by the process specification; such variations are represented through the predicate exception(Src, A, T, ExceptionType), where the first three arguments identify a unique instance of action (the one candidate by $Src$ at $T$), the last one specifies the kind of variation (constraints should not be considered, or overridden by constraints given by a BMK rule). Predicate $tc$ is defined through other predicates; one of them is $tc_{00}$, which applies to actions that have no concurrent action (the case of actions in a group is of course more complex, we do not provide details); the following:
is one of the rules for tc_00, which provides the information that action A should start between Tca+Min and Tca+Max, given that: \( wf_{tc}(..) \) is the representation of the constraint \( Min \leq A_s - B_e \leq Max \), on the start time where \( A_s \) of A and the endtime \( B_e \) of B; an instance Bi of B ended at Tca; and we have no exception stating that constraint checking on the start of A should be suppressed (as in case a BMK action is hypothesized to be executed in the \( concur_{no\_tc} \) modality).

The annotation rules component consists of rules which identify discrepancies between the log trace and the different behaviours considered in the answer sets. The discrepancies are violations of the execution model described in section 3, and annotation rules correspond to different ways of falsifying some of the formulæ in section 3.

As an example, the rules:

\[
\text{info}(\text{act}\_\text{executed}\_\text{not}\_\text{candidate}, A, Tact):- \]
\[
\text{act}(A, \text{started}, Tact),
\text{not subsumer}\_\text{candidate}(A, Tact),
\text{not suppressed}(Tact).
\]

\[
\text{info}(\text{act}\_\text{start}\_\text{late}\_\text{wrt}\_\text{CF}, A, Tca, \text{Tact}, TcS, TcE):- \]
\[
\text{candidate}\_\text{window}(\text{Src}, A, Tca, \text{Tact}),
\text{trans}(\text{Ai}, \text{started}, \text{Tact}),
\text{isa}(\text{Ai}, A),
\text{tc}(\text{Src}, Tca, A, \text{started}, TcS, TcE), \text{Tact}\_\text{start}\_\text{TcE},
\text{not suppressed}(Tact).
\]

detect two violations of formula (lb) in section 3. The first is the case where an action actually started, but it was not candidate (actually, none of its subsumers was candidate). The second is the case where the action started too late: temporal constraints provided the interval \( [TcS, TcE] \) for starting \( A_s \), and an instance \( Ai \) actually started, but at a time \( Tact > TcE \). The condition \text{not suppressed}(\text{Tact}) \ is because conformance checking is suppressed after the time when it is inferred that a candidate action cannot be executed following all the recommendations in the guideline. As discussed in section 3, in that case actually discarding it is not necessarily the best medical choice; moreover if it is actually discarded, there is no general solution to state if and where the execution of the guideline should restart; in an interactive system, a physician could decide where, possibly with support from a system; in an off-line analysis, which is what is supported by the approach in the paper, the more general solution is to remain neutral and suppress conformance analysis from that time on.

ASP optimization statements are used to select, with highest priority, answer sets with a smallest number of instances of the \text{info} predicates, i.e., answer sets with a smallest number of discrepancies. Secondarily, conformance with more knowledge is preferred. This is obtained, for predicates that are used for choosing execution modalities of BMK rules, maximizing (with smaller priority with respect to the previous criterion) the number of instances with \text{cg}\_\text{bmk}\_\text{cnstr}, \text{addDelay}, \text{concur}, and, with smaller priority, \text{after} and \text{before}.

### 8 Example

In figure 2 we showed an example log where the first and fourth row contain executed actions and the second one contains patient data. Actions in the first row are recommended by the CG, but several actions do not comply with the CG: Hip surgery and Hip rehabilitation are delayed, while Chest x-ray, Medical decision, Antibiotic therapy are not in the CG.

Our approach finds an explanation for the three extra actions, applying the BMK rule R1 triggered by the presence of cough and fever in the log. The identified modality is \text{concur\_no\_tc}, which also explains the delay of Hip surgery beyond the 36 hours recommended by the CG (this delay can be medically justified by the need to have a sufficient antibiotic coverage for chest infection, but this would require modeling an explicit precondition). The delay of Hip rehabilitation, required by the CG to be executed one day after Hip surgery and started after more than two days, is explained by the BMK rule R2 which prescribes to delay hip rehabilitation if the patient is has pain in the lower limbs.

Let us see in more detail how this last explanation of the CG execution is retrieved by the ASP model. At time 58h, when Post-surgery analgesia is completed, the ASP rule modeling “sequence” makes candidate true for Hip rehabilitation. Log facts asserting that the patient suffers from lower limbs pain between times 55h and 143h make \text{prescribeDelayWhileC} true for hip rehabilitation for the same times, given R2. Given that both \text{prescribeDelayWhileC} and candidate are true for Hip rehabilitation at time 58h, the ASP choice rule for this case generates a candidate answer set for each of the three modalities of the BMK delay rule, with an instance of \text{start\_except\_do\_not} having as last argument one of the values \text{ignoreDelay}, \text{delay} and \text{addDelay}. Then:

1. In the scenario where the last parameter is \text{ignoreDelay}, the rules for predicate tc, and for the starting time of hip rehabilitation, are evaluated based only on the constraints in the CG. Given that the time when hip rehabilitation is registered is after the one specified by tc, the ASP rule annotating, with predicate info, that the action started too late, is triggered, i.e., there is a discrepancy.

2. In the scenario where the last parameter is \text{delay}, predicate tc is made true with the last arguments set to 143h and \( \infty \), given that the action is allowed to be executed once the patient does not suffer from lower limb pain any more. In this candidate answer set no other instance of tc is true for the action hip rehabilitation, because predicate exception blocks the evaluation of the CG temporal constraints. Since rehabilitation starts at 146h, no discrepancy is detected.

3. In the scenario where the last parameter is \text{addDelay}, tc is true for both the times imposed by the CG and the ones imposed by the BMK; the two constraints are inconsistent (and the first one is violated), then the action should have been discarded, and there is a discrepancy.

Given that the optimization rules select, as best explanation of the execution, the one with the smallest number of discrepancies, the second scenario is selected, explaining...
the log with a strict application of the BMK rule requiring to delay Hip rehabilitation. Based on the facts belonging to the selected answer set, the actual explanation presented to the user would point out that there are no discrepancies (no info facts), provided that rule R2 was applied, and the recommendation provided by the rule, to delay rehabilitation, was strictly followed, overriding the CG recommendation (since this is the meaning of the delay modality).

As a further example, in case, with the same timing for hip rehabilitation, R2 was not in the knowledge base, or lower limb pain was not holding, there would be a discrepancy (as in item 1 above), and the user would be presented with the fact (from the corresponding info fact in the answer set) that hip rehabilitation started late with respect to the recommendation in the guideline.

### TABLE 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BMK/CG</th>
<th>1x</th>
<th>seq2x</th>
<th>par2x</th>
<th>seq3x</th>
<th>par3x</th>
<th>seq4x</th>
<th>par4x</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>5.42</td>
<td>7.76</td>
<td>7.87</td>
<td>11.36</td>
<td>10.69</td>
<td>14.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>17.90</td>
<td>27.54</td>
<td>46.78</td>
<td>39.35</td>
<td>69.54</td>
<td>44.80</td>
<td>73.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>49.58</td>
<td>74.99</td>
<td>129.39</td>
<td>93.90</td>
<td>179.49</td>
<td>113.23</td>
<td>247.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BMK/CG</th>
<th>1x</th>
<th>2x</th>
<th>3x</th>
<th>4x</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>45.36</td>
<td>52.82</td>
<td>59.64</td>
<td>59.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>55.21</td>
<td>60.36</td>
<td>65.50</td>
<td>70.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>63.15</td>
<td>65.68</td>
<td>71.42</td>
<td>79.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>68.95</td>
<td>77.344</td>
<td>82.33</td>
<td>87.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE 2

**Fig. 6. CG used for evaluation**

9 **EVALUATION**

In order to explore the feasibility and scalability of our approach we synthesized CG and BMK models containing all the constructs offered by the two languages; increasingly larger models were considered, replicating the same structure several times. Both the CG and BMK mention concepts from SNOMED CT.

Figure 6 shows the process used as the main building block for the CG. It contains 25 atomic actions (circles), 2 decision splits (diamonds), 2 groups (g1 and g2) and a repetition (r1). Workflow temporal constraints are associated with each action; for non-concurrent actions, the b.o.d. between the end of an action and the start of the following one are given on the arrows. Constraints on groups are near the composite action constituting them. Temporal constraints on preconditions, not shown in the figure, are provided for 10 actions of the process. From this structure, further CGs versions have been generated adding copies, in sequence or parallel, of the same process with renamed actions. The largest examples, with 4 copies, in sequence or in parallel, contain 100 atomic actions.

The basic version of the BMK used in the test has a total of 40 rules; 10 of them prescribe the introduction of a new action (complex actions made of 5 atomic actions); 20 rules prescribe a delay of a CG action (equally divided between the two forms of delay); 10 rules prescribe avoiding actions. We tested the evaluation of compliance with respect to the CG without BMK, and with three different BMKs with 40, 80 and 120 rules respectively. We generated three different log traces for each version of the CG, one where the execution is compliant with the CG only, one where the execution is compliant with the BMK only, and one which is compliant with both knowledge sources; we will only show results for evaluating traces which followed both prescriptions given by the CG and BMK, results for the other cases are similar.

Tables 1 and 2 report the most relevant results of the test, where the Clingo ASP solver (version 3.0.3, 64 bit) [20] and
the ELK reasoner [17] were used on a machine with Intel Xeon E5520 processors (2.26Ghz) and 32 GB of RAM. Table 1 shows the running time in seconds for the ASP models where terminological reasoning was executed a-priori in ELK, with running times in table 2.

In table 1, columns correspond to different repetitions, in number and form (sequence or parallel), of the CG structure; rows correspond to a different number of rules in the BMK. Running times in seconds for the ASP solver are shown (most of the time is actually taken by grounding, where rules with variables are instantiated). The presence of (precomputed) subsumptions does not significantly increase running time; conformance checking without use of terminological inference (as in [21]) requires almost the same time (we do not report data). Computation time is mainly influenced by the size of the BMK. It is important to underline that most of the BMK rules in the experiment (about 80%) were triggered in the log, and this implies a high number of answer sets generated by the solver.

The preprocessor calls ELK for instance and subsumption checking. The loading step of the ontology and the ELK preprocessing requires a significant time, about 40 seconds, while each query (both for subsumption evaluation and instance checking) is executed in about 0.002/0.005 seconds; table 2 provides the overall times needed for terminological reasoning in the different cases.

The results show that conformance analysis with respect to the CG only scales up well; the analysis is feasible also in case a small number of BMK rules applies in each specific case in a log. In general, both reasoning on a large set of BMK rules firing for each specific case, and terminological reasoning, can be considered bottlenecks for this approach to conformance evaluation.

10 Conclusions and Related Work

CGs do not include all knowledge that physicians have to take into account when treating patients, since patient states and contexts of execution cannot always be foreseen in the definition of a guideline. In this paper we propose an approach for analyzing temporal conformance of execution traces with respect to a richer form of medical knowledge, which may be used to explain deviations from a strict application of the guideline, both as regards extra actions for situations that are not foreseen (and whose treatment may alter the timing of guideline execution), and cancellation or delay of actions that are prescribed by the guideline, when there are reasons to do so. Given that we do not assume that all exceptions and interactions are modeled, interpretations provided by the approach can only be an approximation of medically correct executions. For example, the approach assumes that a temporally non-conformant execution of a guideline for treating a patient condition is always potentially explained in case another treatment, triggered by the BMK, is being executed.

Several approaches in the literature have addressed some of the issues in our proposal, or related ones. One of such issues is the verification of properties of clinical guidelines, i.e., in order to improve quality of guidelines, proving that some properties, expressed in a temporal logic, hold for all executions of a guideline, whose model is expressed in a formal language. Theorem proving techniques have been adopted for verification in the Protocure and Protocure II projects [22], [25], while model checking techniques have been explored in Protocure II and GLARE [23], [24].

The integration of CGs with general medical knowledge has been considered in some case (see e.g. [26]) using such knowledge as a source of definitions of clinical terms and abstractions. In Medintel [27] different medical information sources (e.g., guidelines, reference texts, scientific literature) are used to improve decision support and the quality of care provided by general practitioners. The approach in [28] considers different forms of general medical knowledge in the context of CG verification: knowledge on physiological mechanisms, and knowledge concerning good practice in treatment selection (leading to quality requirements), assuming the availability of a preference relation between treatments. Verification is used in order to check whether, given a class of patients, the CG achieves a set of intentions, satisfying the quality requirements.

A limited number of approaches have dealt with verifying conformance of a trace of actions with recommendations in a CG. In [6], differences between actual actions and CG prescriptions are detected and analyzed, e.g. by comparing, for a non-compliant actions, actual findings with findings that support the action according to the CG. However, neither general medical knowledge nor quantitative time are considered in such a work. On the other hand, [2] focuses on the interaction between clinical guidelines (CGs) and the basic medical knowledge (BMK) in the light of the conformance problem. Our approach presents several similarities to it, but it is based on ASP, and, more importantly, it is more flexible as it considers different modalities of CG-BMK interaction. Also, the approach in this paper is an in-depth extension of earlier papers [13], [21]; here, we address together the temporal dimension and terminological reasoning, and we provide a more detailed logical model and an experimental evaluation of the approach.

The general problem of conformance analysis of event log with process models has been dealt with in [29], [30]. In particular, in [29] metrics are introduced to measure the degree of correspondence between model and traces.

Finally, our proposal is related to work about the treatment of CG exceptions [3]–[5], i.e., conditions that may suddenly arise, and whose treatment is not directly foreseen in the CGs. Indeed, part of the BMK we consider in our approach regards such conditions, and some of the modalities for CG-BMK interactions have already been identified in the context of exception handling.

In summary, the main advances of the approach in this paper with respect to the state of the art are:

- complementing conformance analysis with an explanation of how potentially constraining knowledge sources (CG and BMK) have been applied to a specific case;
- the temporal analysis of conformance and explanation.
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